
 

   
 

The summer vacation of the year is prepared: 
FULL FORCE completes the line-up for 2023 with acts like SKINDRED, 
THE BABOON SHOW, UNEARTH and an exclusive Germany show by 

DEFEATER! 

 
Press release, Berlin/Chemnitz, 14th of March, 2023 – It's done: The FULL FORCE line-up for 2023 is 
final and invites you to a world where beer and strawberry punch flow. Refreshment is also provided 
by the Gremmin lake, from whose beach you can perfectly dive into the sounds of the Medusa Sea 
Stage. From hardcore to metalcore, from black metal to death metal, from pop-punk to crossover - the 
FULL FORCE offers a wildly mixed potpourri of the hottest acts, the most up-and-coming insider tips 
and the biggest genre bands you could wish for. 
 

DEFEATER – exclusive Germany show at FULL FORCE 2023 
 
Fans of the melodic hardcore band from Boston should mark their calendars for FULL FORCE 2023, 
because we are proud to announce that DEFEATER will play an exclusive show in Ferropolis this year! 
Founded more than 19 years ago, the quintet can look back on a history of five albums and invites all 
visitors of the FULL FORCE to scream out all pain and frustration together with singer Derek 
Archambault. We can already say: This will be terribly beautiful! 
 
SKINDRED, THE BABOON SHOW and UNEARTH – New heavyweights for the city of heavy metal! 
 
Remember those times when the first part of Need For Speed Underground has been released and 
'Nobody' by SKINDRED motivated us from 0 to 60 and the living room was the cockpit of our tuned 
sports cars? Even today, the song has lost none of its former appeal. But the band from Wales has 
much more to offer and has constantly expanded its repertoire, so that all FULL FORCE visitors can 
look forward to a firework of reggae, metal and hip-hop - good mood and strawberry punch thirst 
guaranteed! 
You can also look forward to punk rock with 80's flair and a good portion of garage rock from THE 
BABOON SHOW. The Swedes around singer Cecilla Boström have not only their anger against sexist 
people and a system that exploits people, but also carrying a lot of power. Here you get an energetic 
performance with snotty vocals at its best - including a raised middle finger! 
Since 1998, the metalcore guys of UNEARTH have been making the globe unsafe. Fat riffs, double-
barreled guitars, and smashing shouts that feel like a direct punch in the pit of the stomach - pogo, 
mosh pits, and brute enthusiasm are just a small taste of what you can expect here. 
 
BLUTHUND, CELESTE, INSOMNIUM and THE BRONX are examples for a diversified soundtrack to 

the summer vacation 

 
We can't say whether the four Berliners of BLUTHUND will bite. But the fact that they bark quite 
loudly was reason enough for us to book the crossover combo, in order to hit all FULL FORCE visitors 
most poisonous German rap with maximally loud guitars into the ears. 
The French band CELESTE is similarly loud, but a lot darker. For more than 15 years, the black metal 
band has been active in the French extreme metal scene and will convince with metallic sounds at 
FULL FORCE. 



 

   
 

It will be no less morbid with the Finns of INSOMNIUM, who will provide a dense atmosphere with 
their Melodic Death Metal and topics such as witch hunts and famines, which is unparalleled. 
 
Also in 2023 FULL FORCE will be a wild ride that knows no genre boundaries! This is also ensured by 
the further new announcements, which finalize the line-up and make the argument "I'm still waiting 
for the last bands before I buy my ticket!" smash to the ground. FULL FORCE clearly recommends: 
buy now before the tickets are gone! 
If that's not enough, here are some more opinion-boosting arguments: AKUMA SIX, LIL LOTUS, OF 
VIRTUE, STATIC DRESS, SYLVAINE and THE BRONX! 
 
The Final Countdown – Just 100 days until FULL FORCE! 
 
Currently only a few tickets are still available for 159,90€ (for 4-Friends-Tickets) on www.full-force.de 

or directly at the ticket partner DICE. 
Regular Weekend Tickets are still available from 169,95€. 

The FULL FORCE recommends: Be quick before someone else buys! 
 
#stayfullforce #FullForceFestival 
The FULL FORCE Crew      
 
FULL FORCE 2023 
June 23-25, 2023, Ferropolis – Germany 
 
The new announcement and all acts confirmed so far in alphabetical order: 
Akuma Six, Annisokay, Attila, Author & Punisher, Avatar, Blind Channel, Bloodbath, Bluthund, Born Of Osiris, 
Caliban, Celeste, Chelsea Grin, Decapitated, Defeater, Dÿse, Electric Callboy, Employed To Serve, End, Gaerea, 
Gojira, Guilt Trip, H2O, Harm’s Way, Hatebreed, Heriot, Igorrr, Insomnium, Jinjer, Konvent, Kublai Khan TX, 
Lil Lotus, Lionheart, Loathe, Mantar, Meshuggah, Milking The Goatmachine, Mimi Barks, Motionless In White, 
Nova Twins, Novelists FR, Of Virtue, Paledusk, Paleface Swiss, Papa Roach, Petrol Girls, Polaris, 
Rise Of The Northstar, Risk It!, Samurai Pizza Cats, Skindred, Sleep Token, Slope, Soul Glo, Spirit Adrift, Spiritbox, 
Spiritworld, Stand Atlantic, Static Dress, Stray From The Path, Svalbard, Sylvaine, Terror, The Baboon Show, 
The Bronx The Halo Effect, The Menzingers, The Scratch, Touché Amoré, Unearth, UnityTX, Vended, Vukovi, 
Wargasm (UK), Ways Away, While She Sleeps, ZSK, Zulu 

 
Press contact: 
Tobias Zwiebel press@full-force.de 
Mediaportal: https://media.full-force.de/ 
Website: http://www.full-force.de/ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/FullForceGermany 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/fullforcegermany/ 
TikTok: https://www.tiktok.com/@fullforce_festival 
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